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In allusion to the particularity of Multi-Fighter
Cooperative Detection, this paper analyzes the
influence of different formation modes of the
aircraft.. The framework of basic formation modes
is established, moreover, the solutions of these
models are also introduced. There is some
disadvantage of gridding-method on real-time
performance. A transformed chameleon method is
used to divide up the big formation and cluster it
into the basic ones. The rules-less formations’
detect an overlay area and divided into basic ones,
can be figured out on the ground of dividing
results. In this way, we can reduce the fighter
formations to calculate the overlay capacity fleetly.
The simulation results indicate that the method
meet the real-time needs with error permissibility.

1

Introduction

The classic multi-aircraft cooperative air combat
process [1-3] is composed of detecting, tracking and
shooting. The process of detecting, as one of the
operational chief components, undertakes the task of
target spotting and threat discovering. It also
provides information about targets and avoiding
attacks. That is known as ‘eyes’ of pilots. In multiaircraft cooperative air combat, the detection
capability of an aircraft carrier in detecting process
is different from that in tracking process [4, 5]. In
detecting process, the primary mission is to improve
detection probability by enlarging the radar-covered
area of cooperative fighters. When tracking and
distinguishing, keeping as many types of radar as
possible is needed to illuminate the target and to
improve the precision of target tracking and
identification.
*
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According to the completeness of information
domain in Network-Centric operating system,
studied by Chen Linxin [6, 7], we should confirm
the detection area of cooperative aircraft radars after
evaluating the completeness of cooperative
detection. At present, the researches of
radarcooperative detection mainly focus on
detecting precision [8-11]. In the area of cooperative
detection zones, most studies dwell on qualitative
description. Meng Guoming [12] has focused on
representation technology of the radar detection
range in virtual battlefield environment, which is a
reference for simulation.
Chen [7] analyzes the influence of detection range
in space with different configurations. For the
aircraft formation, the basic formation forms are
fixed, although it is a multitudinous formation. Once
the detection area range of the basic formation is
confirmed, the cooperative detection area can be
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calculated rapidly by cluster analysis. The detection
area range is calculated by using geometric methods,
when the cooperative fighters are grouped in area.
Yang Xiaobin [13] summarizes and analyzes the
main cluster methods, besides, he makes a
comparison of them, and then gives the ranges. Bai
Xue [14] studies measurements and
similarities of
120
different objects, classifies them including image
clustering,
contour
grouping
and
image
classification, and gives some useful conclusions.
Huang Lei [15] uses the Chameleon algorithm for
object clustering in situation of the battlefield, but
this method relies too heavily on k in k- nearest
neighbor graph.
In this paper: firstly, the basic formation of an
aircraft cooperative operation is confirmed and the
computational formula for different basic formation
detection areas is obtained. Secondly, by
introducing both noise distance and angle distance,
the chameleon algorithm is improved so as to cover
the shortages of high complexity and noise
influence when dealing with high dimensional data.
Thirdly, the cooperative detection area range is
quickly calculated by formation clustering. Finally,
an example is given to verify the real-time
capability.

2

operations. There is a method to fix this issue. The
approximate value is obtained using Geometric way,
when the formation model contains few fighters
(fewer than 4 fighters). When the formation is huge
and the geometric method does not work, we divide
them into small ones.
Consider the following small formation model of
cooperative aircraft: small formation for dual
fighters, horizontal formation for dual fighters,
vertical formation for dual fighters, horizontal
200000
formation for three fighters, and vertical
formation
for three fighters. The cooperative detection area is
calculated as follows:
Small formation for dual fighters. The two fighters
make a small formation with tiny distance of
vertical, horizontal and altitude ways,
due to the
150000
identification characteristics of Doppler radar. The
distance capabilities rely on the performances of the
both weapon systems. On this occasion, the
cooperative detection area is the same as single
ones. As shown in Figure 1, the detection areas are
100000
overlapping completely.

50000

The Cooperative Detection Area

The capability of cooperative aircraft detection is
[16]:
K

S
PF  F 
S

k 1

Sk

S

,

（1）

where, S is the Defense airspace area, Sk means
radar scanning area of the fighter k , S F 

K

Sk is
k 1

the coverage area of cooperative detection .

Sk  k Rk2 ,

Figure 1. Small formation for dual fighter.

（2）

where  k is the radar azimuth of fighter k , Rk is
the radar range.
In any case, the detection coverage area of
cooperative aircraft is only based on the formation
model, when the radar azimuth and range are fixed.
The coverage area in any formation model can be
obtained by applying a grid method. But it is
fantastic in engineering practice because of the high

The area can be obtained by Formula（2）.
Horizontal dual fighters. Two fighters in this
formation keep a long distance in horizontal in order
to enlarge the detection area and promote the
precision of position fixing. In that formation the
angle of sight between two fighters is limited. The
detection area is shown as Figure 2.
In Figure 2, S M is the overlapping area (which is
determined by the radar range, radar azimuth,
distance limit and formation models.) . S O is the
blind zone which is determined by radar azimuth
and formation.
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With geometrical relationship:
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1
So  LH  L2 tan   cot   LH tan  cot   L2 tan 2  cot  ,（3）
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where ， L is the vertical distance ， H is the
horizontal distance.
The area of S M is approximated to the area of

50

quadrilateral ABCD. As a matter of convenience, we
move the origin of coordinates to fighter-A. The
coordinates of Fighter-B is ( x2 , y2 ) . H  x2 ,
180
L  y2 ，The coordinates of A,B,D are as follows：

0

Figure 3. Vertical formation for dual fighters.

x  y2 tan( ) x2  y2 tan( )
( 2
,
),
2
2 tan( )

A

For the front fighter, both flankdetection area is
enlarged, and the radar range is enhanced for the
back one. The area of cooperative detection is
equivalent to a sector detection area as the back
fighter. As shown in Figure, the formula is as
follows:

B ( x2  R sin( ), y2  R cos( )) , D ( R sin( ), R cos( )) .
210

The coordinates of C yield

xc2  yc2  R 2

2
2
2
( xc  x2 )  ( xc  y2 )  R

90 yc  0
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2
60
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Figure 2. Horizontal formation for dual fighter.

210

300

  arccos

150

B

ST   ( R2  L2  2RL cos(   )) , （5）

where：

100

Decompose quadrilateral into triangles △ADC 、
150
△ACB ， then the area of quadrilateral can be330
obtained [17, 18].
Vertical formation for dual fighters. The two
fighters keep a large distance in vertical as well as a
small one in horizontal. The cooperative detection
240 is shown as Figure 3.
300
area
180

270
2

L  RL cos(   )

R  L2  2 RL cos(   )
2

. （6）

It is the DBC case of the approximate sector.
Vertical formation for three fighters. The rear two
fighters make a small dual formation and the front
one keeps a large distance in vertical with the rear.
It can be analyzed as a vertical dual formation.
Horizontal formation for three fighters. The rear two
fighters are at zygomorphic flank of the front one. It
is used in cooperative detection, in tracking and
attacking. The horizontal and vertical distance
0
between
the fighters is limited by data-link, radar
90
range and radar azimuth
when
150 a large horizontal
distance120is kept. As shown in Figure
4, the
60
cooperative detection area is given.
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Figure 4. Horizontal formation for three fighters.
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The overlapping area follows:

SD 





R 2  H 2  H cot   R sin   H  . （7）

The partition of any big formation makes a figure of
a clustering problem.

3

Chameleon
Operation

Clustering

Arithmetic

3.1 Data Type of Clustering [13, 19]
Review some conception in clustering.
Data-Matrix. Data is a configuration, which has n
objects and each object with p attributes, of an
object-attribute. Data-Matrix figure n×p as follows:

Chameleon arithmetic describes objects based on knearest neighbor graph, which usually has two
stages: the first stage is reached by using a graph
partitioning algorithm to mark out relatively
independent classes in k- nearest neighbor graph in
stage one, and then the second by using a special
hierarchical clustering algorithm to repeatedly
merge to bring out clustering. It is shown in Figure
5. The node in k-nearest neighbor graph represents
the objects. If object A is one of the k most similar
objects of object B, there is an edge between A and
B. The weight of the edge is represented by
similarity. The advantage of this is that the objects
are disconnected if the distance between them is far.
The edge weight represents spatial density
information.
Data

 x11
x
 i1


 xn 1



x1 p 
xip 
.


xnp 

x12
xi 2
xn 2

construct
sparse

Discrepancy-Matrix, which is an object-object
configuration, keeps the discrepancies between any
two objects. It figures as matrix:
0
d (2,1)
d (3,1)

0
d (3, 2)

,

0

d ( n,1) d ( n, 2) d ( n,3)

k- nearest neighbor graph

0

where d (i, j ) shows the differences between object i
and object j, which is generally no-negative. It
closes to zero when the 2 objects are closely
conformed. Besides, d (i, j )  d ( j, i ) 。While i  j ，
d (i , j )  0 。
3.2 Chameleon arithmetic [15] Operation
Chameleon clustering arithmetic is a dynamic model
in a hierarchical clustering algorithm. In clustering,
if the relative interconnection and relative closeness
between classes is relented to inner ones, then
combination of these two classes have been applied.
The combining process, based on a dynamic model,
is helpful to find natural and isomorphic classes. It
can be applied to any data type.
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Figure 5. Chameleon arithmetic flow.
The similarity between clusters is determined by the
relative interconnection (RI) and relative closeness
(RC). The RI (Ci , C j ) of Ci and C j are defined as the
standardizations of absolute interconnection
between them:
RI (Ci , C j ) 

2 EC (Ci , C j )
EC (Ci )  EC (C j )

, （8）

where EC (Ci , C j ) is the edge cut set which divides
the Ci and C j into clusters. EC(Ci ) is the edge cut
set which partitionsthe Ci correspondence child
graph into two parts.
The RC (Ci , C j ) between Ci and C j is defined as
standardizations of absolute closeness between
them:
RC (Ci , C j ) 

SEC ( Ci ,C j )
Ci
Ci  C j

SEC ( Ci ) 

,（9）
Cj

Ci  C j

SEC (C j )
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where S EC ( C ,C ) is the average weight of node Ci and
i

C j . S EC ( Ci ) is the average weight of edges in Ci . Ci

represents the number of data points in Ci .
The Chameleon arithmetic steps are depicted as
follows:
Step one, generate original clusters.
1) consturct similarity matrix.
2) conceive k- nearest neighbor graph based on
similarity matrix.
3)generate original clusters with k- nearest
neighbor graph.
Step two, clusters merge. Use the RC and RI to
determine the similarity. Calculate the RI and RC of
every cluster and merge them when RC and RI are
greater than TRI and TRC. If there are more than one,
clusters meet the limits, and merge into the closest
one. Repeat the 2 steps until the last cluster is
merged.

4

3

(x

j

Transformed Chameleon and Application
in Cooperative Detection

4.1 Transformed
Operation

Chameleon

arithmetic

There are some disadvantages about Chameleon
arithmetic operations. First, all clusters are to be
visited when the original cluster is merged. That
makes the arithmetic more complex when it is used
in dealing with high-dimensional data sets. Second,
in generating the original clusters, all of the
partitions are regarded as clusters. That may
increase the influence of noise. Therefore, the
following improvements are introduced: ①When
the original cluster is merging, the noise distance is
introduced to the system. The node is a noise if it is
out of the range of noise distance, so the node will
not be visited in merging step. ②The cluster is
merged depending on the angular distance, which is
introduced, but not RI and RC. Original clusters are
generated by Euclid distance, than they are merged
byangular distance to reduce computation
complexity.
The angular distance is defined as the acute angle
between the flight direction and the connecting line
of the two clusters:

cos ij 

ik

k 1

3

(x
k 1

ik

 x jk ) xek

 x jk )

2

3

x
k 1

,（10）
2
ek

where e  ( xe1 , xe2 , xe3 ) is the vector of flight
direction. xik is the k(k≤3) dimension of the cluster
i coordinates. The flight directions of the clusters
are the same.
The Euclid distance defined as follows [14]:
2
 3
d ( xi , x j )  xi  x j    xik  x jk 
 k 1


1

2

（11）

where k is the dimension of the data. It represents
the coordinates of the fighters.
In large formation merging, the basic formation has
a number of fighters less than three. The
transformed arithmetic can be described as follows:
Step one, generate original clusters:
1) Generate the attributes matrix by the
coordinates of each fighter.
2) Construct Discrepancy-Matrix D0  ( d ij ) , and
make the weight of each object the same.
3) Give the threshold min( Rt , Rd ) , if there is
always d  min( Rt , Rd ) for a certain fighter, that the
fighter is a noise. Make the two fighters a small
formation if d  min( Rt , Rd ) .
4) Cluster and give it a +1 weight. Single
fighters are remaindered.
Step two: clustering.
1) Generate new Discrepancy-Matrix using
angle distance.
2) Cluster to vertical formation model with
ij  h , and plus 1 on weight, where h is the
threshold for vertical formation.
3) Construct new Discrepancy-Matrix without
the clusters which have 3 objects.
4) Cluster to horizontal formation with ij  z .
4.2 Overlapping
Detection

Capability

of

Cooperative

As to large formation model, we firstly construct
data-matrix with fighter node. Then partition it to
basic ones which contain fighters less than 4.
Finally we can obtain the area using 1 as follow:
k

S F   S Bi   R p2 p
i 1

pZ

, （12）

10

x 10

4

clustering horizontal formation

8
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10

4

x 10

4

clustering horizontal formation

Vertical

where k is the number of basic formations,
Z is the 8 the noises. As shown in Figure 7.
represents the
2
noise sets.
small formation and
represents the noise. There
The defense area space is the enclosing0 rectangle. 6 are 2 small formations and a noise in Figure 7.
The length and width of the rectangle are the
4
-2
Extreme differences of the detect direction
and
the 0
4 4
-4
-2
2
6
8original10
cluster
x 10
vertical one.
4
10
Horizontal
2
x 10

 L  max(Ty )  min(Ty )

 H  max(Tx )  min(Tx )

.（13）
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Figure 7. Small formations
and noises.
8

Step 2. Calculate the angular distance, cluster the
6
vertical formation and then the horizontal ones. As
4
shown in Figure 8 and
Figure 9, where represents
2
horizontal formation and
represents vertical
formations.
0
10

Vertical

Consider that 12 fighters consist of a large
formation with the flight direction (0,0,-1). The
coordinates of the fighters are as follows:
P1 (0，9，0), P2 (-0.5，9，0.2), P3 (40，9，22),
P4 (-35.2，9，13.2), P5 (15，9，26),
P6 (94.6，9，79.3), P7 (75，9，60),
P8(70，9，81.6), P9 (-30，9，-15),
P10 (85.2，9，-3.3), P11 (0，9，20.6),
P12 (075.5，9，60.6).
The original position and detection area shows as
Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Cooperative detection of formation.
5.1 Partition to basic formations
The cooperative detection area is to be calculated by
using transformed Chameleon arithmetic operation.
Step 1. Divide the formation into basic formations,
generate original cluster and partition, and record

-2
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2

4

Horizontal

Figure 8. Vertical formations.
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10

x 10

4

the arithmetic can meet the need of real-time
capability evaluation on cooperative detection.

clustering horizontal formation

8

6

Vertical

6

A computational model for basic formation models
of cooperative detection is established by analyzing
them. Large formation can be partitioned into basic
ones by using a Transformed Chameleon arithmetic
operation fleetly. The detection overlapping
capability is fast calculated based on the basic
formation formulas. That may lay a foundation for
evaluating the real-time effectiveness of multiaircraft cooperative air combat.
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Figure 9. Horizontal formations.
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As shown in210
Figure 10, the area
330 is calculated by
applying a grid method. The edge length of the
grid is set as 500m to ensure the accuracy, and
2
we can obtain the detection
area that is 18463km
.
240
300
300
Using transformed chameleon arithmetic operation,
270
there are270
6 basic formations and the
detection area
range is 19088km2. About 7% differences exist
between them. The comparison is shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Comparison between Grid and TC
result
Grid Method 0.4981
Transformed
0.5165
Chameleon

Conclusion

Time (second）
4.0158
Partition:0.0357
0.1988
Calculate:0.1631

From the Table we can draw a conclusion that the
Time is greatly reduced when using Transformed
Chameleon arithmetic operation, which means that
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